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Abstract Interactions between surface waves and sea ice are thought to be an important, but poorly
understood, physical process in the atmosphere-ice-ocean system. In this work, airborne scanning lidar
was used to observe ocean waves propagating into the marginal ice zone (MIZ). These represent the first
direct spatial measurements of the surface wavefield in the polar MIZ. Data were compared against two
attenuation models, one based on viscous dissipation and one based on scattering. Both models were
capable of reproducing the measured wave energy. The observed wavenumber dependence of attenuation
was found to be consistent with viscous processes, while the spectral spreading of higher wavenumbers
suggested a scattering mechanism. Both models reproduced a change in peak direction due to preferential
directional filtering. Floe sizes were recorded using colocated visible imagery, and their distribution was
found to be consistent with ice breakup by the wavefield.

1. Introduction

Surface waves are known to break up sea ice over large areas [Liu and Mollo-Christensen, 1988; Asplin et al.,
2012; Meylan et al., 2014; Collins et al., 2015] and also affect ice formation [Wadhams et al., 1987; Doble et al.,
2003]. Surface wave propagation in the marginal ice zone (MIZ)—the partially ice covered region at the edge
of the sea ice pack, where open ocean processes remain dynamically significant—has been studied since
the 1960s [Robin, 1963; Wadhams, 1973]. The vast majority of theoretical work has focused on the scattering
mechanism [e.g., Squire et al., 1995; Squire, 2007; Kohout and Meylan, 2008]. These models vary widely from
models of solitary floating disks [Meylan and Squire, 1996] to the comprehensive spectral model of Masson
and Leblond [1989]. Other authors have treated sea ice as a thin layer of viscous fluid floating on the surface
[e.g., Weber, 1987; Liu and Mollo-Christensen, 1988; Liu et al., 1991]. Recent work has also attempted to merge
scattering and viscous models [Kohout et al., 2011]. Scattering and dissipative mechanisms have differing
implications for the shape of the transmitted wave spectra; the scattering mechanism suggests that wave
spectra at some wavenumbers should broaden, possibly to isotropy, whereas dissipation does not. Thus, the
directional spreading of the spectrum of a wavefield entering the MIZ is an important parameter that is both
diagnostic of the relevant physical processes and prognostic of the breakup of sea ice.

Field measurements of wave propagation in sea ice have traditionally been quite sparse in comparison to the
number of proposed models [Bennetts et al., 2010]. This is largely due to the tremendous technical difficulties
involved in making such measurements. The current standard technique is to use wave buoys, either ice
mounted or floating, equipped with either tilt sensors or accelerometers [e.g., Wadhams et al., 1988; Doble
et al., 2006]. These buoys measure time series of buoy motion, from which Fourier coefficients of the wave
directional frequency spectra can be derived [Steele et al., 1985]. Acoustic Doppler current profilers mounted
on subsurface moorings or autonomous underwater vehicles have also been successful at extracting the
surface wavefield [Hayes et al., 2007]. All of the aforementioned techniques are temporal measurements at a
single location; however, in the context of ice breakup, spatial measurements represent a more fundamental
quantity.

Satellite and airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery have been used to make spatial measure-
ments of ocean swell, both in open water [Collard et al., 2005] and in sea ice [Lyzenga et al., 1985; Liu et al.,
1991; Schulz-Stellenfleth and Lehner, 2002]. Recent work by Ardhuin et al. [2015] has shown Sentinel-1 pro-
vides improved swell estimates, particularly in cases with multimodal wave spectra. However, they note that
significant uncertainties remain in estimates of directional bias and spreading.
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Figure 1. Location of experiment. (a) The large-scale context of the flight path (red line). Land is colored light green, and
the background shading shows sea ice concentration [Cavalieri et al., 1999] for the day 30 April 2006 (UTC). The small
white box indicates the area shown in Figure 1b. (b) Flight path relative to SAR imagery of sea ice. The gray scale
background is wide-swath mode imagery from the ASAR instrument aboard Envisat, taken at 30 April 2006 12:14 UTC.
The green line indicates the boundary between the open water and the MIZ. Sea ice is the generally lighter region on
the right side of the image; open water is the darker region on the left. The pink line indicates the aircraft flight path.
The aircraft flew in the negative Xflight direction. (c) Sample airborne lidar surface elevation corresponding to 2 km of
data, starting at 32 km along the flight path. Each point corresponds to the location of an individual lidar pulse return,
and the color corresponds to the elevation of that point. The black arrow indicates the approximate direction of
propagation of the dominant waves corrected for Doppler shifting, and the gray arrow indicates the uncorrected
direction. The alternating high/low stripes orthogonal to that direction are the peaks/troughs of individual waves.
(d) Color image mosaic over the same area 2 km of flight path, taken by the downward looking camera.

Other than the work of Campbell et al. [2014], who used stereo imaging to study wave propagation through
floating ice at a lake shore, there have been, to the best of our knowledge, no previous direct measurements
of directional wavenumber spectra in the MIZ.

In this work, a new technique, using airborne scanning lidar, has been developed for measurement of the sur-
face wavefield in the MIZ. While single-point airborne lidar systems have been deployed [e.g., Wadhams, 1975;
Asplin et al., 2012], such measurements are severely limited by the lack of directional information. Scanning
lidar has previously been used to study directional wave evolution in open water [Hwang et al., 2000; Romero
and Melville, 2010] and coastal regions [Reineman et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012], and was adapted here for
use in the MIZ.

2. Measurements

The measurements used in this work were taken by the Geodynamics group at the National Space Institute,
Technical University of Denmark, as part of the CryoSat Validation Experiment 2006. The measurement plat-
form was a specially outfitted DHC-6 Twin Otter aircraft. The flight path discussed here is an approximately
60 km transect between 77.57∘N, 10.73∘W and 77.75∘N, 8.18∘W (Figure 1a). This path gradually converged
with the local ice edge at distances between 0 and 20 km (Figure 1b) and, at 210 km/h, took approximately
17 min to complete.
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Stenseng et al. [2007] provide a thorough description of the data collected and the processing techniques.
The primary instrumentation was a Riegl Q240i near-infrared lidar scanning in the cross-track direction with
a 10 KHz sample rate and 40 Hz scan rate. The ground swath width was approximately equal to the flight
altitude, which in this case averaged approximately 400 m. Resulting optimal point spacing was then 1.6 m
in both along and across-track directions. Supporting these measurements were downward looking photos,
covering the lidar track, taken every 2 s with a nominal spatial resolution of approximately 0.6 m. Lidar and
imagery data motion correction and georeferencing was based on a medium-grade ring laser gyro inertial
navigation system combined with kinematic global positioning system processing. A full description of this
processing is available in Stenseng et al. [2007]. Examples of the lidar and imagery data are given in Figure 1c
and 1d, respectively.

3. Directional Wavenumber Spectra

The 2-D directional wave energy spectrum, F(k), is defined such that ⟨𝜂2⟩=∫ F(k)dk, where 𝜂 is the surface
elevation, k is the horizontal wavenumber vector, and significant wave height is defined Hs= 4

√⟨𝜂2⟩. The
spectrum can be expressed in polar coordinates as F(k, 𝜃), where k=|k|, and 𝜃 is the direction of the wave-
number. In this work, the flight track was divided into 4 km sections, and F(k) was calculated for each section.
The technique for calculating these spectra is described below; the basic steps were as follows. Separate ice
floes from open water, spatially bin average elevation measurements from the open water data, interpolate
over empty bins, calculate spectra of gridded data, and correct spectra for Doppler shifting.

Due to the highly variable freeboard of ice floes, often with rapid changes in elevation over short spatial scales,
large ice floes were not included in the sea surface elevation records. Since the lidar backscatter from the ice
floes was found to be much stronger and more consistent than that of open water, it was possible to create
a simple algorithm, based on point density and backscatter amplitude, to select and remove large ice floes.
All floes with diameters larger than approximately 4 m were removed in this manner.

Each 4 km flight segment was divided into 20 m × 20 m square bins, and the distribution functions of all non-
floe data points within each bin were taken. The elevation value assigned to that bin was then set to the lower
10th percentile of that distribution in order to avoid averaging over the peaks of any small floes with high
vertical relief. Any bins which lacked data were then filled using linear interpolation from the surrounding
points. This step filled in data in the regions where large floes had been removed. The average ice cover
fraction during this experiment was 0.17, and the floe size distribution strongly favored small floes and was
limited to less than half the peak wavelength (section 4), meaning that interpolation over floes in the valid
wavenumber range was relatively rare.

Two-dimensional spectra of the bin-averaged surface elevation were then calculated for 15 separate overlap-
ping 2-D Hanning windows and averaged.

The motion of the aircraft caused the captured surface to be Doppler shifted. That is, waves moving in the
same direction as the motion of the aircraft appeared longer than their true length, and waves moving in the
direction opposed to the aircraft’s appeared shorter. This Doppler shifting is negligible only when the aircraft
speed, ua, is much larger than the phase speeds of the waves of interest, a condition that was not satisfied
during these experiments. Corrections for this Doppler shifting have thus been applied to the wavenumber
spectra following the technique outlined by Walsh et al. [1985]. They noted that the shift in the wavenumber
in the direction of the flight path, 𝛿kx can be written as

𝛿kx = 𝜔

ua
, (1)

where angular frequency,𝜔, is related to the wavenumber k by the linear dispersion relation,𝜔2 =gk tanh(kh),
where g is gravitational acceleration and h is the water depth (approximately 200 m).

If lidar data are taken in two opposing flight directions, the Doppler shift of the wavefield can then be
used to eliminate the 180∘ directional ambiguity otherwise inherent in spatial wave measurements [Walsh
et al., 1985].

The end result of the analysis is a directional wavenumber spectrum for each 4 km flight segment. The spectra
are valid over a range of approximately 2𝜋∕300 ≤ k ≤ 2𝜋∕50 rad/m, with the low wavenumber limit being set
by the swath width and the upper limit being set by the noise level in the measurements due to interpolation
over ice floes. Examples of resulting spectra are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Directional wavenumber spectra of swell propagating through the MIZ. Each panel corresponds to a spectral
average over 4 km of flight path. The directions of the axes are in flight path coordinates (cf. Figure 1), and the colors
indicate spectral energy. These spectra are subject to a 180∘ directional ambiguity and so have been clipped to only
show the spectra within 90∘ of the peak incoming wave direction. Along-track locations of each panel are as follows:
(a) Xflight =2 km. (b) Xflight =18 km. (c) Xflight =34 km. (d) Xflight=46 km. (e) Xflight =50 km.

4. Floe Size Distribution

The colocated downward looking visible imagery was used to measure the floe-size distributions. In this work,
a threshold-based algorithm was used to detect individual floes. Floe size distributions were taken for both
the minor and major axes of floes, over the same 4 km transects as the lidar data, and are shown in Figure 3.

The floe-size distributions appear to follow a truncated power law [e.g., Lu et al., 2008]. The limiting scale of
the minor floe axis, Ls, is approximately Ls<𝜆p∕2, where 𝜆p=2𝜋∕kp is the peak wavelength (kp is defined in
section 6). The major floe axis also appears to be limited, but by a scale a factor of 2–3 higher. This finding
is consistent with the idea that the maximum stress applied to the ice floes is at a scale of approximately

Figure 3. Distributions of floe axis length, L. Each curve corresponds to a 4 km section along the flight path. Solid lines
are the distributions of minor axis lengths, Ls , and dashed lines are the distributions of major axis lengths. The shaded
gray region denotes the range of observed peak wavelengths, divided by 2. The color scale corresponds to distance
along the flight path.
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one half the peak wavelength [e.g., Dumont et al., 2011]. That is, floes in the along-wave direction are broken
with a scale of Ls ≃𝜆∕2, while in the cross-wave direction, they can be somewhat larger, depending on the
directional spreading of the spectrum. It should be noted that after the initial breakup, the orientation of
the floes is no longer fixed, and they could easily rotate so that their long axis is in the direction of wave
propagation and consequently be further broken by the same process.

5. Energy Attenuation

Wave energy per unit area of the sea surface, E, is defined as

E = 𝜌wg∫
𝜋

−𝜋 ∫
∞

0
F(k, 𝜃)kd𝜃dk, (2)

where 𝜌w is the water density, and g is gravitational acceleration. This integration was performed for each
flight segment.

The literature suggests that wave energy should decay exponentially in the MIZ, with shorter waves being
attenuated more rapidly than longer ones [e.g., Wadhams et al., 1988; Meylan et al., 2014]. With an expo-
nential definition of attenuation, and assuming a uniform wavefield and neglecting wind input, non-linear
wave-wave interactions, and other dissipation mechanisms, the wave spectral energy at any location, x, within
the ice can be written as

F(x; k, 𝜃) = F0(k, 𝜃)e−𝛼(k)Xice(x;𝜃). (3)

Here F0(k, 𝜃) is the incoming wavefield in open water, F(x; k, 𝜃) is the wave spectrum at position x, and 𝛼(k) is
the wavenumber-dependent attenuation coefficient. The ice fetch, Xice(x; 𝜃), is a directional function defined
such that waves at position x, and traveling in direction 𝜃, will have traveled a distance Xice(x; 𝜃) through the
ice from the open water. Ice fetch was estimated using colocated SAR imagery (see supporting information
for details). The incoming wavefield was not measured, and so it was instead estimated by using F(x; k, 𝜃) and
Xice(x; 𝜃) from the flight segment nearest to the open water and then solving equation (3) for F0(k, 𝜃).

The formulation of equation (3) was chosen, due to the complex ice front geometry (Figure 1b), because it
allows preferential directional filtering; waves that travel farther through the ice are attenuated more than
those that take a more direct path from open water. Equation (3) does not directionally redistribute energy.
This directional exponential decay was tested using two different models for 𝛼(k).

5.1. Viscous Layer Model
Various authors [e.g., Weber, 1987; Liu and Mollo-Christensen, 1988; Liu et al., 1991] have proposed a treatment
of the surface ice layer as a viscous layer. By assuming the ice to behave as a thin (𝜏k≪1, where 𝜏 is the
ice thickness) layer of highly viscous fluid floating on a less viscous ocean, Weber [1987] showed that the
attenuation coefficient could be written

𝛼(k) = k2

2(𝜔∕2𝜈eff )1∕2
, (4)

where 𝜈eff is the effective kinematic viscosity in the water. Using the deep water dispersion relation to relate
frequency and wavenumber, this can be simplified to

𝛼(k) =
𝜈

1∕2
eff

k7∕4

√
2g1∕4

. (5)

Effective viscosity, 𝜈eff, in this model is not well quantified. Weber [1987] used a value of 4×10−4 m2/s, thought
to be between ocean interior and turbulent boundary layer values. In this work, we have used a least squares
minimization technique to calculate the value of 𝜈eff: For each flight segment, the total wave energy, E, was
calculated for both the observed and modeled wavefield; 𝜈eff was then varied to minimize the sum over all
flight segments of squared differences between the observed and modeled values of E. Using this methodol-
ogy, an effective viscosity of 𝜈eff = 6.4× 10−4 m2/s was found. This is 1.6 times the value used by Weber [1987]
and is easily within the range of expected oceanic values [e.g, Liu et al., 1991].
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5.2. Scattering Model
Kohout and Meylan [2008] proposed model for wave attenuation based on scattering from multiple floating
elastic plates. Viscosity, floe collisions, and nonlinear effects were neglected. They calculated numerical solu-
tions for attenuation rate, a, per unit floe number over a range of wave periods and floe thickness. The
dimensional attenuation coefficient is then related to a by

𝛼(k) = Ci
a
D
, (6)

where Ci is ice concentration and D is characteristic floe size [e.g., Doble and Bidlot, 2013]. The per-floe,
wavenumber-dependent, attenuation coefficient, a, is given in Figure 6 of Kohout and Meylan [2008] and
reproduced in Figure 2 in the supporting information.

Here Ci=0.17 was the mean ice concentration over the entire flight path, and D =30 m was taken from the
approximate location of the “bump” observed in the floe size distributions (Figure 3). Direct measurements
of ice thickness were not available. However, during the lidar processing, it was possible to calculate the floe
freeboard, the elevation of floes above the interpolated floe-free wave surface. The mean freeboard for all
floes in the flight was Hfree=0.34 m. Floe thickness is related to freeboard by

𝜏 =
Hfree

1 − 𝜌i∕𝜌w
, (7)

where 𝜌i is ice density. Timco and Frederking [1996] give the expected range of densities for multiyear sea ice
as 𝜌i=720 kg/m3 to 𝜌i=910 kg/m3. The lidar measurements cannot distinguish between low-density snow
and ice, so for this work a value near the lower end of the expected range, 𝜌i =750 kg/m3, was chosen. Using
𝜌w=1035 kg/m3 results in an ice thickness of approximately 𝜏 = 1.2 m. The per-floe attenuation coefficient,
a, was then taken from Figure 6 of Kohout and Meylan [2008] for 𝜏=1.2 m, converted from a function of T to
a function of k using the deep water dispersion relation and then applied to equation (6).

6. Discussion

Figure 4 shows modeled wavefield spectral parameters plotted against the measurements for both of the
models. For reference, supporting information Figure 3 includes these same quantities, plotted as functions
of Xflight.

Figure 4a shows total wave energy density, E, calculated using equation (2). Unsurprisingly, the viscous [Weber,
1987] model fits the data much better than the scattering model [Kohout and Meylan, 2008], because least
squares regression was used to derive 𝜈eff for the viscous model. The scattering model produced wave energy
levels an average of approximately 20% lower than the measurements, which is reasonable considering the
previously discussed large uncertainties regarding ice thickness.

Figure 4b shows wavelength corresponding to the peak of the omnidirectional wavenumber spectrum. The
omnidirectional spectrum is defined as

𝜙(k) = ∫
𝜋

−𝜋
F(k, 𝜃)kd𝜃, (8)

and the peak wavenumber, kp, is the wavenumber where 𝜙(kp) = max(𝜙(k)). As waves propagate into the ice,
higher wavenumbers are attenuated more quickly than lower ones, resulting in a shift of the spectral peak
to lower wavenumbers. Consequently, kp can be used as an indicator of how well a model captures the
wavenumber dependence of the attenuation coefficient. Here it is clear that the scattering model underes-
timates kp at lower values of kp (farther from the ice edge). This means that the scattering model attenuates
short waves much more quickly than was observed. The viscous model exhibits considerable variability but
does not show a bias toward low wavenumbers.

Figure 4c shows the direction of the peak of the spectrum, which was calculated using

𝜃p =
∫ 𝜋

−𝜋 ∫ kb
ka

(F(k, 𝜃))q𝜃dkd𝜃

∫ 𝜋

−𝜋 ∫ kb
ka
(F(k, 𝜃))qdkd𝜃

(9)
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Figure 4. Comparison of modeled and measured spectral parameters. In all three panels, the abscissæ are the measured
values and the ordinates are the modeled values. Each symbol corresponds to a 4 km flight segment. Blue squares
are from equation (6), the scattering model of Kohout and Meylan [2008], and red triangles are from equation (5), the
viscous layer model of Weber [1987]. Panel (a) is integrated wave energy from equation (2), (b) is peak wavelength, and
(c) is peak wave direction from equation (9).

where q=4 is a constant. Here ka =0.02 rad/m and kb =0.13 rad/m are the lower and upper limits of the valid
spectral range (see section 3). Peak direction is an indicator of the efficacy of preferential directional filtering.
Figure 1b shows that for approximatley Xflight >40 km, waves traveling in a direction of 𝜃=−90∘ must traverse
far more ice than those traveling in a direction of 𝜃 = −50∘. The data show a corresponding counterclockwise
shift from approximately 𝜃p=−90∘ near the ice edge to 𝜃p =−50∘ in the ice interior. This shift is clearly visible
in Figure 2. Both models reproduce this directional shift reasonably well, though they underestimate the
turning by 10–20∘ farther from the ice edge. This additional turning is likely due to refraction by currents,
bathymetry, and the ice.

Directional spreading as a function of wavenumber can be written in terms of the wave spectrum as

𝜎𝜃(k) =
∫ 𝜋∕2
−𝜋∕2 F(k, 𝜃) |||𝜃 − 𝜃p

|||d𝜃

∫ 𝜋∕2
𝜋∕2 F(k, 𝜃)d𝜃

, (10)
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Figure 5. Directional spreading of wavenumber spectra. (a) Spectral spreading, 𝜎𝜃(k), as a function of wavenumber
(equation (10)). Each curve corresponds to a 4 km flight segment; the color indicates Xflight. (b) Spectral spreading at
chosen wavenumbers, ki , as functions of Xflight. The black circles are the spreading at ki =kp, the blue diamonds are at
ki =0.05 rad/m, the red diamonds are at ki =0.07 rad/m, and the yellow diamonds are at ki =0.09 rad/m.

and is illustrated in Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the value of the spreading function at the peak wavenumber
and three other wavenumbers, plotted as functions of Xflight. The spreading reaches a minimum near kp, which
is expected in open water cases [cf. Romero and Melville, 2010]. As the waves propagate farther into the pack,
higher wavenumbers display a general trend toward spectral broadening, while spreading at the spectral
peak remains approximately constant until approximately Xflight>55 km.

Scattering off of floes is only expected when the wavelength is less than 2–3 times the floe length [Kohout
and Meylan, 2008]. The observed floe-size distributions (Figure 3), which displayed a cutoff at approximately
L = 𝜆p∕2, then imply that scattering should be minimal at the spectral peak and only become important at
higher wavenumbers. This is consistent with the observations of spectral broadening first appearing at the
highest wavenumbers.

Since both viscous and spreading models describe some features of the observations — kp shift, and high
wavenumber spreading, respectively—it is likely that both processes are important in the MIZ. In order to
disentangle the relevant attenuation mechanisms, a dedicated field campaign, combined with a modeling
effort of the type of Ardhuin et al. [2016], using a full spectral model, would be expected to provide improved
results.
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